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Infectious disease outbreaks emerged across the globe during the recent
2015–2016 El Niño event, re-igniting research interest in how climate events inﬂuence disease dynamics. While the relationship between long-term warming and
the transmission of disease-causing parasites has received substantial attention,
we do not yet know how pulse heat events – common phenomena in a warming
world – will alter parasite transmission. The effects of pulse warming on ecological
and evolutionary processes are complex and context dependent, motivating research to understand how climate oscillations drive host health and disease.
Here, we develop a framework for evaluating and predicting the effects of pulse
warming on parasitic infection. Speciﬁcally, we synthesize how pulse heat stress
affects hosts, parasites, and the ecological interactions between them.

Highlights
Global change affects ecosystems not
only by gradual warming, but also by
pulse heat stress events that can occur
over shorter timescales.
Recent increases in the frequency and
magnitude of pulse warming events,
coupled with apparent links between
parasite transmission and temperature,
make it urgent that we understand how
pulse heat stress inﬂuences parasitism.
Pulse and gradual warming affect parasitism in fundamentally different ways,
because pulse warming generally occurs
on physiological timescales, while gradual warming occurs on evolutionary
timescales.

Rising Tide, Ebbing Tide, or Tsunami? Disease in a Warming World
In 2015 and 2016, an epidemic of Zika virus spread across 31 countries. That outbreak – and upticks in the prevalence of other deadly infectious diseases – was attributed to increased temperatures during the concurrent El Niño event, which decreased incubation time of the Zika virus and
increased vector abundance by facilitating mosquito populations [1]. Elevated temperatures may
increase or decrease disease transmission (see Glossary), and the amplitude of these changes
can vary in response to a number of factors. Our knowledge regarding heat stress and human
disease outbreaks is rapidly advancing, but so too is our understanding of how warming affects
wildlife disease.

We present a framework for understanding the effects of pulse heat stress on the
interactions between hosts and
parasites.

Although much disease ecology research has focused on incremental warming [2], climate
change effects manifest not only via gradual temperature increases (press warming), but also
by episodic climatic events (pulse warming) such as heatwaves [3,4]. While gradual warming
is an ‘inching-along’ process, pulse warming can instigate dramatic changes over a short period
of time [5] (Box 1). Pulse warming events are already increasing in frequency and magnitude [6,7].
Because they will become more frequent and intense over the next century [8,9], it is urgent that
we understand how large, and sequential, warming events are likely to inﬂuence rates of disease
transmission, if we are to predict and mitigate pulse warming impacts.
Pulse warming events tend to amplify gradual climate change, often with unexpected consequences for ecological communities [3]. Climate change exerts substantial inﬂuence on ecological interactions [10], and pulse warming events are capable of fundamentally changing ecological
communities [7,11–13]. Pulse warming can also instigate climate threshold events – nonlinear responses that drastically alter ecosystem structure [14] – causing coral bleaching and mass mortality [15], inﬂuencing commercially important species [16], changing kelp forest distributions [3],
and sparking massive forest and brush ﬁres [3]. These rapid changes occur in the context of other
ecosystem stressors and can instigate negative health and socioeconomic impacts. The increasing frequency of pulse warming events has already strengthened some ecological interactions
and weakened others [17].
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Parasitism is an ecological interaction that can be inﬂuenced by warming, and there is a rich literature investigating the effects of gradual warming on disease-causing parasites. There have been
many mesocosm and natural experiments (Box 2) and thorough reviews investigating the effects
of climate change on host–parasite interactions [18–20], but little focus has been placed on the
effects of pulse compared to gradual warming. Parasites are often hidden and can be easy to
overlook, but they are ecologically important and ubiquitous across host taxa and ecosystems
[21,22]. Warming can modulate parasitism and disease by inﬂuencing host populations, parasite
populations, or communities including both host and parasite species. Therefore, understanding
how different types of warming inﬂuence host–parasite populations and interactions is key to understanding how ecosystems will respond to a changing climate.
Episodes of infectious-disease-related mortality have become common enough in ocean ecosystems to be called ‘a rising tide of disease’ [23], including events such as the recent catastrophic
mortality of sea stars (e.g., Pycnopodia) due to wasting disease across the US and Canadian
west coasts (Figure 1). However, some evidence contradicts this perception, showing instead
that rates of infectious disease might be diminishing [24,25]. For example, while disease reports
have increased for corals and urchins over the past four decades, disease reports for ﬁshes have
instead declined [26]. This contradictory evidence leaves ecologists at a loss to predict the future
of marine disease in a warming world: do we face a rising tide, an ebbing tide, or a tsunami? If
gradual warming or a series of pulse warming events progressively alter disease transmission,
then we might expect changes to appear as either a rising or ebbing tide of disease. However,
if pulse warming is severe, the effect could manifest as a tsunami – initiating either a deluge or
drought of disease.
In this review, we explore the inﬂuence of pulse warming on the transmission of wildlife parasites
and on the persistence of parasite and host populations. We discuss all parasites from viruses to
helminths, including both microparasites and macroparasites [27]. Since the effects of pulse
warming differ from those of gradual warming, it is imperative that we understand the unique effects of pulse heat stress on disease-causing parasites. This will allow managers to more accurately anticipate and counteract the effects of altered outbreak frequency on wildlife health.

Parasitism and Pulse Heat Stress
Pulse warming can increase or decrease parasitism, depending on its effects on host and parasite populations and their interactions, and on dynamic environmental drivers. In 2002, Mouritsen
and Poulin [28] thoroughly reviewed the relationship between pulse warming and parasitism as it
was understood at the time. Twenty years later, there is now sufﬁcient evidence to synthesize
across case studies, draw general conclusions, and to build a framework to organize the mechanisms linking parasite transmission to climate oscillations (Figures 2 and 3).

Impacts of Pulse Warming on Parasites
We begin by considering the parasite’s perspective – that is, by isolating the direct effects of pulse
warming on parasite individuals and populations both inside and outside of the host (Figure 2A, ii
and iv, Key Figure). The indirect effects are considered below; see Impacts of Pulse Warming on
Hosts). Pulse warming can directly alter parasite vital rates, energy expenditures, and virulence.
Because these parameters are, in turn, key determinants of parasite abundance and transmission, pulse warming’s direct effects on parasite physiology and population biology has implications for the likelihood of parasite outbreaks.
Pulse warming can alter parasite vital rates in ways that either increase or decrease transmission
(Figure 2A, ii and iv) [25,29,30]. The direction of change in transmission rate is, in part, dependent
2
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Glossary
Amplification effect: hypothesis that
increasing community species richness
causes an increase in the rate of parasite
transmission.
Behavioral fever: thermal choice for
warmer environments to upregulate
immune response.
Behavioral thermoregulation:
regulation of body temperature by
altering behavior.
Competent host: a host in which a
parasite can transmit infection to another
susceptible host or vector.
Complex life cycle: parasitic life cycle
that involves the sequential use of two or
more host species.
Definitive host: an organism that
houses the adult stage of a parasite.
Dilution effect: hypothesis that
increasing community species richness
dilutes the transmission of parasites.
Direct life cycle: parasite life cycle type
that includes only one host and a freeliving stage.
Enemy escape: when a host species
disperses to a novel environment and
leave their parasites behind, resulting in
reduced parasitic load.
Epigenetic changes: changes in the
phenotype of an organism due to
modiﬁcation of gene expression.
Free-living stages: larval parasite life
stages that live outside the host (e.g., in
the water column or soil).
Intermediate host: an organism that
houses an immature stage of a parasite.
Macroparasites: a parasite that
spends only part of its life cycle within
one host; the rest of its life cycle can
either be free-living or within another
host (or multiple other hosts)
(e.g., nematodes, trematodes, and
cestodes).
Microparasites: a parasite that
complete its life cycle within a single host
(e.g., viruses, bacteria, and fungi).
Parasite: an organism that lives in an
intimate and durable relationship with a
host, where the host suffers a ﬁtness
cost.
Parasitic load: the number of parasitic
organisms a host harbors.
Pulse warming: rapid, episodic
warming.
Range expansion: expanding the
geographic distribution of a species.
Range shift: movement of a species’
range to a new region, without range
expansion (i.e., the range expands in
one direction and contracts in another).
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on the timing and frequency of pulse warming with respect to the timing of the parasite’s life cycle,
as in the trematode parasite Ribeiroia ondatrae [31]. For example, warming can increase parasite
growth and therefore reproduction [32], but there may instead be a trade-off where the number of
parasites increases, but each parasite is smaller [33]. It can also increase rates of emission and
activity of parasite free-living stages (e.g., coracidia of cestodes, miracidia and cercariae of
trematodes) (Figure 3), while reducing the survival rates of those infectious stages [34,35].
Warming also increases the metabolic rate of ectothermic predators [36], which may either be
a competent [37] or incompetent host [36,38], altering transmission. Since these trade-offs
can act synergistically or antagonistically, they can result in increases, decreases, or no net
change in parasite transmission.

Transmission: the infection of a host
previously uninfected with a speciﬁc
parasite.
Virulence: the severity of disease
caused by a parasite.
Vital rates: demographic parameters
such as reproduction, survival, and
growth.

In all parasite life stages, the energetic costs of heat stress on parasites can decrease parasite
survival and transmission (Figure 2A, ii) [29]. If these energetic costs are high enough, pulse
warming could reduce parasitic infection and disease (e.g., moderate pulse warming can reduce
chytrid infections in frogs [30] and wasting disease in seagrasses [39]). Parasite temperature
thresholds (Box 1) are important in determining whether pulse heat has a positive or negative effect on life cycle completion (as in parasitoids) [40]. The cumulative result of warming is also dependent on parasites’ ability to ‘store’ infectious stages during cooler periods [29].
Box 1. Pulse Warming Events
Pulse warming events can range in duration from a few hours to a few years. Also called heat waves, these events are short-term temperature ﬂuctuations caused by
extreme weather events, anomalously warm seasons, or large-scale oceanographic and atmospheric oscillations such as El Niño or the North Atlantic Oscillation.
There are three main characteristics of pulse warming events: magnitude, duration, and trajectory (Figure I). Magnitude can be measured either as the maximum temperature reached during an event, or as cumulative heat stress. Duration is the length of the pulse warming event. Trajectory is the shape of the temperature curve, which
can vary greatly among events. All three of these characteristics are important for determining the inﬂuence of pulse warming on parasitism and disease.
Pulse and gradual warming will affect parasitic relationships in fundamentally different ways. This is because gradual warming occurs on evolutionary time; that is, signiﬁcant change generally occurs on the scale of multiple lifetimes (although this will likely shift as gradual warming continues to accelerate due to climate change). Conversely, pulse warming typically occurs on physiological time, or within the lifetime of one host and within the lifetime (or perhaps life stage) of the parasite (Figure I). There
are, of course, exceptions to these deﬁnitions, such as long-lived hosts in areas of rapid change [e.g., reindeer (Rangifer tarandus)] or short-lived hosts during a long
pulse warming event (e.g., Daphnia). However, this distinction between warming types and impacts is vitally important when considering the impacts of these two types
of warming on biological, ecological, and evolutionary responses.
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Figure I. Magnitude and Duration of Warming Can Drive Changes in Parasitism. (A) Example warming trajectories: (i) a moderate maximum-temperature, longduration event with signiﬁcant cumulative heat stress (brown); (ii) a relatively short-duration, severe event that exceeds the thermal limit of both the host and parasite
(maroon); and (iii) two short, consecutive events that exceed the thermal limit of the parasite or host (orange). (B) Pulse warming potential trajectories compared to
gradual warming. (C) Conceptualization of warming types and their effects. Warming that occurs in less than one host generation is pulse warming. At lower
magnitudes of warming, the effects of pulse warming are mostly physiological and as warming becomes more extreme, epigenetic changes may also occur. Low
to moderate warming that occurs in greater than one host generation is gradual; if warming is extreme and prolonged, effects can be extreme (‘apocalypse’).
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Box 2. Mesocosm and Natural Experiments
Mesocosm experiments can be used to quantify the effects of warming on organisms under controlled conditions. Although the goal of mesocosm warming experiments is often to assess long-term effects, their design often more closely
mirrors pulse heat stress events, making them a good resource for understanding potential impacts of episodic climate
warming. Conversely, this highlights the need to carefully consider whether mesocosm experiments are simulating
warming on evolutionary or physiological timescales (Box 1), as this shapes the ability to make predictions for long-term
changes in parasitism.
Natural experiments capture the progression of a natural event in the ﬁeld. Natural experiments can be meticulously
planned (with baseline data and expected outcomes) or might be captured by ongoing time series of observational data.
Warming events, such as El Niño, can be leveraged as natural experiments if temperature and environmental variables are
carefully measured alongside biological and ecological responses.
The key advantages and disadvantages of mesocosm and natural experiments are:
●

Advantages of mesocosm experiments:
○
○
○

●

Disadvantages of mesocosm experiments:
○
○

●

May miss important biological drivers and ecological interactions (i.e., lacks biological realism).
Consistent environmental conditions may not mirror actual thermal trajectories in natural populations (i.e., lacks
physical and/or environmental realism).

Advantages of natural experiments:
○

●

Fine control of environmental conditions.
Ability to run multiple scenarios simultaneously (e.g., different thermal trajectories).
Shorter time series needed for conclusions.

Realistic ecological and environmental conditions (i.e., temperature trajectories, from monthly to minute-by-minute
natural ﬂuctuations).

Disadvantages of natural experiments:
○
○
○

Long time series and extensive environmental data are needed to reach strong conclusions.
Causal conclusions difﬁcult or impossible.
Reliant on serendipity – that is, on an event occurring that is of the magnitude and duration needed to answer the
question.

In addition to mesocosm and natural experiments, small-scale laboratory experiments, modeling studies, and syntheses
can also provide valuable insight into parasitism and warming.
We note that it is important to also consider pulse warming events in the context of other environmental changes that occur
during climate oscillations (e.g., precipitation) [95,96] and anthropogenic factors that inﬂuence ecological response to climate
(e.g., eutrophication, acidiﬁcation, water level and ﬂow, and habitat loss and fragmentation) [97]. Pulse warming can impact
parasite transmission, but its effects do not operate in a vacuum. These coincident effects are particularly important to
consider during natural experiments, as they might otherwise confound interpretations of pulse warming effects.

Pulse warming is also likely to inﬂuence the metabolic scaling of parasites and their hosts. Specifically, the metabolic theory of ecology shows that host survival, parasite growth, and cost of infection is predictable across temperatures [41,42]. Since warmer temperatures increase metabolic
rate (within the bounds of thermal thresholds) [43], we expect that pulse warming will cause
short-term increases in parasite metabolism, altering host–parasite interactions. However,
open questions remain regarding the effect of short-term warming on temperature response
curves and metabolic scaling [44].
Warming may also increase virulence, amplifying both transmission and ﬁtness impacts of infection on hosts. This is particularly evident on tropical reefs, where pulse warming increases the virulence of coral pathogens [45,46]. Future warming scenarios suggest that pathogen abundance
and virulence will continue to increase on coral reefs [47], emphasizing the importance of understanding the effects of pulse warming on virulence and disease risk. The combination of pulse
warming overlaid upon gradual warming has also been associated with upticks in Vibrio infection
in humans at northern latitudes [48] and virulence of ranavirus in frogs [49].
4
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Figure 1. Sea Star Wasting Disease. A devastating sea star (e.g., Pycnopodia or Pisaster) die-off occurred on the Paciﬁc
Coast of the US and Canada in 2013–2015. This mortality event was associated with warm waters in the NE Paciﬁc [89,90],
with sea-star-associated densovirus (family Parvoviridae) as the purported disease agent [91]. Upticks in sea star wasting
disease have been observed during previous pulse events [92] and in a laboratory experiment [93], suggesting that pulse
warming might accelerate this marine disease. Left image by Jonathan Martin, CC BY 2.0. Right image by Alison Leigh
Lilly, CC BY-NC 2.0.

Impacts of Pulse Warming on Hosts
In contrast to parasites, hosts can be either endothermic or ectothermic. We expect that responses to pulse warming will vary between endothermic and ectothermic hosts, since ectotherms conform to the ambient temperature (or approximate the ambient temperature, in the
case of behavioral thermoregulation), whereas endotherms maintain a relatively consistent internal temperature. Pulse warming can inﬂuence host resistance and survival as well as range and
habitat use, and thus the direct impacts of pulse warming on host individuals and populations can
indirectly inﬂuence parasite transmission.
Host Resistance and Survival
Pulse warming events can alter the host immune response (Figure 2A, i and iii). Warming events
can increase host immunity (e.g., ﬁsh) [50], jumpstarting their ability to fend off parasitic invaders.
More commonly, heat stress can compromise a host’s immune response, making it more susceptible to parasite invasion [51–54]. The effects of heat stress on immunity vary among individuals within a host population, with substantial impacts on host demography (e.g., warming can
move the peak infection burden of parasites toward younger, less immunocompetent individuals
[55]). Additionally, short-term temperature ﬂuctuations can be more unpredictable during pulse
warming events. Unpredictable temperature on a diurnal to monthly scale can decrease host resistance to parasitism (e.g., frog resistance to chytrid fungi) [56].
Host Range and Habitat
Pulse warming can shift host range and habitat use, with variable consequences for rates of
parasitism (Figure 2A, i and iii). If warming causes a host (or vector) range expansion or shift,
hosts might (i) be introduced to novel parasites; (ii) escape parasites from their previous range;
or (iii) bring their parasites with them, potentially causing infection of previously uninfected species
in the new range. The outcome of a pulse-warming-induced range shift is likely to be shaped by
host and parasite life history.
Pulse warming can expand host or parasite ranges by creating ‘stepping-stone’ environments
[57]. While gradual warming facilitates the incremental poleward expansion of many host
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Key Figure

Integrated Framework for Assessing the Effects of Pulse Warming on
Parasitism
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(See ﬁgure legend at the bottom of the next page.)
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Figure 3. Effects of Pulse Warming on the Nematode Clavinema marinae, a Representative Complex LifeCycle Parasite. Adult C. marinae worms live in ﬁsh hosts (definitive host, DH; e.g., English sole, Parophrys vetulus). Larvae
are then shed into the water column, where they are eaten by copepods (intermediate host, IH). Infected copepods are eaten
by the deﬁnitive host, and the cycle continues. Each line represents a checkpoint that could be inﬂuenced by warming
(e.g., reproduction occurs in the deﬁnitive host). The word bubbles outside the circle represent traits or scenarios that inﬂuence the ability of a parasite to reach, and pass, each respective checkpoint. Blue corresponds to host-related processes,
yellow corresponds to parasite-related processes, and red corresponds to processes related to both hosts and parasites.
Copepod image courtesy of Emily Oven. English sole image courtesy of NOAA. Larval nematode image from [94].

populations, pulse warming might allow populations to quickly invade new environments that
might otherwise have taken years to reach (Figure 2A, i). One example of host range expansion
occurred during the 2014–2016 heat wave on the US West coast, which caused substantial
changes in northern range limits for 67 marine species [58]. While that study focused on host species, it seems possible that these hosts might have brought with them an assortment of novel
parasites, but this hypothesis remains to be tested.
While range expansions and range shifts of hosts can introduce parasites into novel environments, it might alternatively allow enemy escape (Figure 2A, iii), when hosts are able to escape
parasitism if they invade new regions without their parasites [59] or if they subsequently lose them

Figure 2. (A) Pulse warming can inﬂuence the outcome of host–parasite interactions at the population level. Current research
aims to assess the outcome of host–parasite interactions as pulse warming induces positive and negative effects on both
host and parasite populations (top panel). Shown here are some proposed and demonstrated effects of pulse warming on
the outcome of host–parasite interactions (middle panel). Alternatively, coextinction could result in the loss of both host
and parasite populations (bottom panel). There are also potential cases where pulse warming can increase host
populations while concomitantly increasing associated parasite populations (i.e., both beneﬁt from warming). However, we
expect this state to be impermanent; as host populations reach carrying capacity, the system should stabilize at a point
where further increases in parasite abundance can only come at a cost to host ﬁtness, and declines in host abundance
could lead to declines in parasite abundance. (B) Pulse warming can also have community-level effects on the outcome of
host–parasite interactions. Here, we show proposed and demonstrated pulse warming-induced changes on host and
parasite ecology, with expected transmission outcomes (increased vs decreased parasite transmission). Roman numerals
refer to in-text citations discussing each process. In (A) and the left side of (B) warm colors correspond to parasite-related
processes, and cool colors correspond to host-related processes. On the right side of panel (B), green and purple indicate
decreased and increased transmission, respectively.
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due to a lack of competent intermediate hosts [60]. Paradoxically, enemy escape might make
hosts more susceptible to parasitic infection, as their immune defenses relax [61]. Enemy escape
associated with pulse warming is less well studied but provides an intriguing set of research questions regarding how short-term, temperature-driven range shifts alter parasitism. Interactions between host immunity and parasite exposure must be considered alongside range shifts and
enemy escape to understand and predict changing disease dynamics.
Many hosts have the capacity for geographic change via dispersal or movement, but mobile
hosts can also choose microhabitats within their home range, which may alter their exposure
to, or resistance against, parasites. Alteration of microhabitat choice is more likely during pulse
warming than during range shifts, as it can occur on a short time scale. Host habitat selection
and parasitism risk during pulse warming are dependent on whether cooler or warmer temperatures are more adaptive for the host. Pulse warming could enhance a host’s ability to clear a parasitic infection, if warmer temperatures allow them to upregulate their immune response
(e.g., behavioral fever) [50,62]. Pulse warming can facilitate this response, by giving hosts the
choice of a warmer location. Conversely, when warming increases disease susceptibility, hosts
can choose to move to thermal refugia (e.g., deeper waters in a pond, shaded areas on land)
to mitigate these effects [63,64], but will suffer a loss of ﬁtness when cooler environments are unavailable. Additionally, when hosts seek the shelter of thermal refugia, they alter their exposure to
parasites, potentially increasing their parasitic burden [65].
Pulse warming changes host populations in ways that affect hosts’ parasite burden, but the reverse can also occur: parasites can change host populations in ways that affect host responses
to pulse warming [66,67]. Parasites may limit host response capacity to increased temperature
variability and extreme warming [68]. Most studies on ectotherms have found that parasitism decreases host thermal tolerance, with the exception of a handful of marine snails which exhibit increased thermal tolerance with infection [69]. This counterintuitive response might be a behavioral
manipulation by the parasite to take advantage of warmer microhabitats, which beneﬁt the parasite’s growth and infectivity [70]. In frogs, while low levels of pulse warming protect hosts from
chytrid fungus, the negative effects of parasitism rapidly exceed host acclimation to pulse
warming, causing reduced thermal tolerance of the host [69]. At the extreme, heat waves can
cause parasite-induced extermination of host populations that may be temporary or permanent
[67,71]. Conversely, extreme climate events can actually stabilize population dynamics of some
host species by skewing periodic crashes toward vulnerable ages and generating a resilient population with decreased sensitivity to future events [72].
In summary, pulse warming can either increase or decrease the susceptibility of hosts to parasitism. Since pulse warming can inﬂuence a variety of host characteristics and interactions, including
encounter, immunity, survival rate, and range and habitat choice of hosts, it is unclear whether
warming will cause a rising tide, an ebbing tide, or a tsunami of parasitism. In reality, the outcome
of pulse warming on hosts will probably be modulated by the interacting characteristics of the
warming event and the system (Box 1). Future research on the interaction between pulse
warming and parasitism would beneﬁt from the integration of warming in the context of physiological and evolutionary time, and how anthropogenic warming blurs the lines between them.

Impacts of Pulse Warming on Ecological Interactions and Evolution
Pulse warming can inﬂuence ecological interactions by directly inﬂuencing parasitism and by altering community structure. Pulse warming can inﬂuence individuals and populations of hosts
and parasites, but it can also inﬂuence the composition of entire communities, with implications
for parasite transmission. Parasitism is a vitally important ecological interaction that inﬂuences
8
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all organisms and is intimately intertwined with ecosystem structure. For example, in tropical reef
environments, pulse warming can cause coral symbioses to transition from mutualism to parasitism [73]. Pulse warming can also affect metabolic scaling [41], trophic transfer (A.D. Seck, PhD
thesis, Illinois State University), and related interactions.
Pulse-warming-induced changes in community composition can either facilitate or inhibit the
transmission of parasites (Figure 2B). The dilution effect hypothesis is commonly reported in
the disease ecology literature [74] and posits that increasing the species richness of a community
can dilute the transmission of parasites either by: (i) placing limits on the density of any one species (susceptible host regulation); or (ii) increasing the abundance of noncompetent hosts that interfere with parasite transmission (e.g., vector bites that are wasted on incompetent hosts;
transmission interference) [75]. If pulse warming events result in an erosion of community species
richness or changes in species evenness that lead to an increase in the density or frequency of
competent hosts or a decrease in the density or frequency of noncompetent hosts, the dilution
effect would predict an increase in the transmission of parasites (Figure 2B, i–iii). However,
other studies have suggested that amplification effects [75] are also common [76–80] – that
is, scenarios in which increasing community species richness actually increases the rate of parasite transmission (Figure 2B, i–iii). This can occur if parasites depend on a host species that is only
represented in high-richness communities [81], if a parasite has a complex life cycle that involves many hosts of different species [81], or if communities assemble additively rather than substitutively as they move from low-richness to high-richness states [82]. The richness and
evenness of parasite communities can also inﬂuence parasite transmission rates, with communities of high parasite species diversity providing a check on the abundance of any one virulent parasite species within that community [83] (Figure 2B, iv–vi). However, whether the additive ﬁtness
effects of multiple parasite species tend to exceed the ﬁtness effects of a single, highly abundant
parasite species remain to be tested [76,80]. In short: no clear generalities can be drawn about
how pulse-warming-induced changes in community composition inﬂuence parasite transmission; for now, the outcomes appear to be context-dependent.
There are several modulating factors that might alter the response of host–parasite interactions to
pulse warming. One of these factors is the degree of speciﬁcity of the parasite. Under stressful
conditions, specialist parasites might be more sensitive than generalist parasites. This is because
specialist parasites are sensitive to changes in a single (or few) host species, while generalist parasites have a wider array of host options in case one of their hosts is negatively impacted by pulse
warming. Another modulating factor is the trophic strategy of the parasite. Complex life-cycle parasites (Figure 3) could be more likely to decline in response to environmental stress such as pulse
warming than direct life cycle parasites, because complex life cycles require multiple host species, which increases the likelihood that one of those host species might be negatively affected.
Latitude is another factor that can modulate the response of host–parasite interactions to pulse
warming. Parasite and host communities close to the equator might be more susceptible to
pulse warming, as they do not typically experience much thermal variability, and communities
at higher absolute latitudes might be less susceptible, because these organisms are more accustomed to thermal variability (e.g., diurnal or seasonal cycles). The strength of this effect probably
varies based on the habitat and potential behavioral regulation of these communities. There are
certainly additional factors that modulate the response of parasitism to pulse warming,
representing an important avenue for future research.
Another process that inﬂuences parasitism, and consequently other ecological interactions, is
short-term change in phenology. Gradual climate change has caused evolutionary shifts in phenology as organisms adapt to slowly warming environments. Pulse warming can also instigate
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rapid and short-lived phenological change [5,84,85], whereby total parasite reproductive output
is less important than the overlap between parasites and susceptible hosts [29]. These shortterm phenological mismatches may or may not shape host–parasite evolution, depending on
the strength of the selective pressure of each heatwave. However, phenological mismatches
can cause signiﬁcant change at the local level, such as altering the population dynamics of reindeer [86], regardless of whether they alter the evolutionary trajectory of these species.
Pulse and gradual warming can inﬂuence evolutionary processes but might do so in different ways.
Since parasite generation times are typically shorter than those of their hosts, parasites might be
able to evolve more rapidly in response to warming [87]. As pulse warming events are, by deﬁnition,
shorter than press warming, they might be more likely to change the evolutionary trajectory of a
parasite compared to its host. Consequently, pulse warming could be more likely to cause a
decoupling of typical Red Queen dynamics [88]; that is, if parasites are able to evolve more rapidly
than the host, this could increase parasite burden and reduce host populations. We therefore hypothesize that gradual warming may give the host more time to adapt than does pulse warming,
decoupling the Red Queen effect to a lesser degree than would be expected under pulse warming.
By decoupling coevolved cycles between parasites and hosts, pulse warming might also alter
mechanisms of infection. This could lead to complete recruitment failure or even extirpation or extinction of a parasite species. Finally, as anthropogenic warming continues to accelerate, gradual
warming is likely to increasingly outpace adaptation capacity for both parasites and hosts.

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
In light of all the avenues we explore above: should ecologists expect a rising tide, an ebbing tide,
or a tsunami of wildlife disease in response to pulse warming events? Considering the current evidence, we conclude that simple predictions are not possible, and that researchers must weigh
the effects of warming on their focal hosts, parasites, and corresponding communities to develop
predictions for their system. The combination of pulse warming and disease can increase uncertainty in estimating species population trajectories and ecosystem resilience (see Outstanding
Questions). We emphasize that the magnitude and duration of warming should be carefully considered, as this will directly affect predictions. In short, instead of a straightforward tidal prediction,
we expect pulse warming to cause choppy seas with the occasional rogue wave. As in the prediction of waves and tides, more information about underlying principles, along with empirical,
system-speciﬁc data will help us to accurately understand and forecast disease transmission.
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